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BMX bikes are iconic. There's something about them that appeals to kids, adults, and cyclists. And,

of course, BMX is now an Olympic sport. Featured bikes are organized decade by decade and are

drawn from the best collections in the world. There are also in-depth details of specifications and

interviews with dedicated collectors. This is an indispensable companion for anyone who loves the

BMX.
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Design studio Intercity authored Art & Sole (Laurence King, 2008), the first book to focus on the

collision of sneaker culture and art. Gavin Lucas is Senior Writer at the leading monthly

communication arts journal Creative Review.Stuart Robinson is a BMX owner and competitor.

This is a great book covering all era's of the BMX bike. It does contain pics of alot of early BMX

bikes, as well as the early -mid 80's. All era's are covered, but not too much on modern era bikes. I

was looking for a book that had 80's bikes in it though, and through reading others reviews, I KNEW

I wanted to have this book. I am very happy with this purchase... If I could change anything about

this book, it would be that specific bikes (GT, Hutch, JMC, Diamond Back, etc..), ALL the BIG

names of the time, would have single page pics, as some of them are kinda small. Oh well, maybe

for a newer release of such a book, this could be a possibility. I do recommend this book to anyone

interested in the 70's to 80's era BMX bikes, as this book does contain pics of alot of different



brands and models.

A pretty good book and nice pictures. It is the first of its kind so I will try to be neutral. For a beginner

BMX collector it could be useful but for the old school collector it is not of much use except for the

cool pictures. All the writing sounds like your Mom wrote a book on BMX and that pretty much

explains it all. The cover picture totally sucks...Mom must have picked it out. I did buy it and I love

old school BMX so much that I would probably buy it again if it went missing. Thanks Mom !

My brother loves it

The best book of its type, great photography and concise history and development of the most

collectable bikes.

This book shows a logos the BMX bikes in the day. I personally am a GT Performer fan. The book

has a couple of pictures of GTs but not a whole lot. I never knew there was so many different

companies making bmx! Interesting read. Nice pictures. I wish they had more GT Performer pictures

though.

My son is a BMX enthusiasist and loved...loved this book. He loved reading about the history and all

the little details about each year and model. Great gift for BMXer's.

I bought this for a dear friend. He loves it! The pictures are awesome and he even knows some of

the guys that are mentioned in the book. Way cool!

I just gave to him as a gift to my boyfriend and he loves it! Have a lot of pictures so to somebody

that doesn't get along well with English reading is the perfect book. The quality of the book is

excellent as well.
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